Reviewed by Natalie Shults (Virtual Services Librarian, Schertz Public Library) <nshults@schertz.com> I will admit I was a little apprehensive in reviewing this book. As a new MSLIS graduate, I'm thinking that the concept of the mobile Web would be much more suitable for my experienced colleagues to tackle. I'm assuming that this guide would be more useful if I have some familiarity with the topic since most of the technical language might be hard Book Reviews from page 55 for me to grasp. However, when I did jump into reading Usability and the Mobile Web: A LITA Guide, I found myself immediately at ease as the author, Junior Tidal guides the reader through mobile devices, the different apps, how to test their usability, HTML, CSS, and everything in between one might need when developing content for the mobile Web.
Most people (if not all) know what a mobile device is, but Tidal explains that there is more to it than Apple's iOS versus Android. The different screen sizes result in a different experience for the user as well as the resolution and orientation of the device. While this may seem apparent and common knowledge, it adds to the complexity when one is determining how best to present information via the mobile Web. He also points out the differences between mobile devices and desktop machines, particularly the fact that some mobile devices have slower processing power. This can be surprising since we generally regard these smartphones to be miniature computers that are able to match if not exceed their processing power. The first few chapters discuss the advantages and disadvantages for mobile apps, hybrids, and mobile Websites. This helps determine the best choice for your specific library especially in the earlier stages of implementing a usable mobile interface. By getting an idea of the choices you can go with early on in the project, libraries are able to narrow down on a particular route. The rest of the chapters outline the various options necessary to put a project to completion.
If you are a visual learner, Tidal provides screenshots and figures that illustrate the steps as well as examples of the processes in action. I personally find these to be particularly helpful for those wishing to make a mobile interface more usable through a user-centered design approach. I also appreciate the author putting in a lot of specifics regarding the steps involved when testing mobile usability. The book concludes with a chapter on gathering data and an appendix with sample scripts and forms that are useful for those wanting to do their own usability tests.
Now that I'm a newly minted Virtual Services Librarian, I find myself not only more confident about where I fit in professionally, but also with the mobile Web if and when our library decides to take the Website in a new direction. I wholeheartedly recommend this book to anyone, techies or not, looking to know more about utilizing the mobile Web.
continued on page 58
Collecting to the Core -The Renaissance: Secular and Sacred Consisting of fourteen essays based on original lectures, this work outlines the development of humanist, Aristotelian, and Platonist ideas.
In addition to these secular explorations, sacred interpretations of the Italian Renaissance have also emerged, proceeding along two different tracks: one emphasizes the continuity of medieval religious traditions; the other focuses on the absorption of earlier Christian sources and the emergence of a new humanist theology. A starting point for the study of traditional reli- 
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While Catherine of Siena's mysticism and Bernardino's evangelicalism serve as exemplars of traditional religious practice during this time, the emergent Latin humanism also included devotional aspects. Petrarch, well known for his Italian poetry, was also engaged in Latin scholarship and is largely attributed for his significant role in developing humanist thought and promoting secular work in tandem with religious practice. He wrote De otio religioso or On Religious Leisure and The Secret, both of which approached Christianity from a very personal and literary slant.
11-12 Petrarch's contemplative work was not always well received by the established public and political leaders. In response to his writing, Coluccio Salutati, the chancellor of Florence, defended the use of classical texts, as Ronald G. Witt 21 In the course of the sixteenth century, the religious issues of the Italian and northern Renaissance were submerged in larger developments. Among these were the Reformation and Counter-Reformation, followed in subsequent centuries by the Enlightenment and the Scientific Revolution. Italy suffered from ongoing wars between the French and Spanish crown, losing its economic and cultural preeminence. The influence of the Renaissance's humanistic theology was largely subsumed in responses to these challenges, though its legacy persists in the methods of humanistic study that remain active today. The secular interpretations of Burckhardt and Cassirer have been modified but not entirely displaced. The work of more recent scholars, especially Trinkaus and O'Malley, adds depth and nuance to the larger picture and illuminates the sacred aspect of humanists' work. Scholarly interpretations of the Renaissance -even considering ongoing debates regarding geography, periodization, and the concept of the Renaissance as a true period of "rebirth" -remain guided by classic works such as those discussed here.
